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Single crystals of LixLa(1¹x)/3NbO3 were grown in air using Czochralski method from La-poor melt. The lithium-
ion conductivity of the crystals was measured. The length and maximum diameter of the boule grown were 23 and
20mm, respectively. The boule contained no inclusions but was covered with a very thin polycrystalline film of
LaNbO4 and LiNbO3 in its upper region. The composition of the crystals grown was estimated to be x = 0.15 and
the starting melt composition was x = 0.20. The ionic conductivity of the crystal was anisotropic with ·[100] =
2.8 © 10¹4 S cm¹1 and ·[001] = 9.7 © 10¹5 S cm¹1 at 306K. The activation energy, Ea of these conductivities was
almost the same in the range of 0.280.29 eV. Further, we discussed the anisotropic lithium-ion conductivity of the
crystal.
©2020 The Ceramic Society of Japan. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Currently, various electronic devices such as notebook
computers and smart phones are ubiquitous. Hence,
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are primarily used to satisfy
the demand for smaller and higher-capacity batteries
because of their high energy density. Although liquid
electrolytes have been used conventionally in LIBs, LIBs
demonstrate certain drawbacks, such as electrolyte leakage
and fire. All solid-state LIBs are expected to solve these
problems and offer significant advantages, such as thermal
stability and large potential windows to enable the use of
high-voltage cathode materials and/or metallic lithium
anodes.1)3) In particular, sulfide solid electrolytes are
expected to be used in next-generation LIBs because of
their high ionic conductivity, ·, of 10¹2 S cm¹1, which is
higher than those of oxides.4) However, sulfide solid
electrolytes react with the moisture in the atmosphere and
produce hydrogen sulfide gas. Therefore, oxide solid elec-
trolytes, such as perovskite structures [e.g. La2/3¹xLi3xTiO3

(LLTO),5)10) LixLa(1¹x)/3NbO3 (LLNbO)11)16)] and garnet
electrolytes (e.g. Li7La3Zr2O12

17),18)) are promising candi-
dates because of their high chemical stability and high ·.

In recent years, significant effort has been made to grow
single crystals of oxide solid electrolytes for evaluating
the intrinsic lithium-ion conductivity without the effect
of grain boundaries in ceramic polycrystalline state.19)24)

The growth methods include the floating zone,19)

Bridgman,20),21) and traveling solvent floating zone meth-
ods.22)24) Another bulk growth method is the Czochralski
(Cz) method, which is a conventional method used to
produce Si ingots. Compared to the other methods, the
advantages of the Cz method are as follows:

1) the growth of bulk crystals is reproducibly
performed,

2) the crystal grown is free from mechanical stress
because the crystal is not in contact with the
crucible, and

3) growth orientation can be selected arbitrarily.
To the best of our knowledge, few reports regarding the

crystal growth of oxide solid electrolytes by the Cz method
exist in literature. An optimized growth condition of the
Cz method promotes the production of substrates for the
solid electrolyte of LIBs.
In this study, we selected LLNbO as an oxide electrolyte

example. LLNbO can be used as a solid electrolyte for all
solid-state LIBs as its ionic conductivity is larger than
1 © 10¹4 S cm¹1,11)13),20),23) comparable to LLTO.5)11),19)

It is difficult to reduce the valence of Nb in LLNbO at high
temperatures and in low oxygen partial pressures com-
pared with the Ti in LLTO. Moreover, a platinum crucible
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can be used because the melting temperature of the
LLNbO is lower than 1400 °C.25) Use of a platinum cruci-
ble enables to apply high oxygen partial pressures in the
growth atmosphere. This prevents the volatilization of Li
and reduction of Nb. A conventional crystal structure of
LLNbO is shown in Fig. 1.26) Here, La ions and vacancies
at A-sites in the perovskite ABO3 structure of the parent
La1/3NbO3 are ordered within alternate (001) planes and
doubles the parameter c of the cubic perovskite type cell.
Li+ ions are substituted for the occupied and vacant sites
of La in the La-occupied layers. Anisotropic lithium-ion
conduction along [100] and [100] has been reported pre-
viously.21),23) However, the activation energy of lithium-
ion conductivity activation along [100] and [100] has not
been discussed.

In this study, LLNbO single crystals were grown using
the Cz method. The starting material composition was

optimized to grow inclusion-free crystals. After determin-
ing the lithium-ion conductivity and its activation energy,
we discuss anisotropic lithium-ion conductivity in LLNbO
crystal from the site percolation perspective.

2. Experimental

Li2CO3 and Nb2O5 powders with 99.95% purity and
La2O3 powder with 99.9% purity were used as starting
materials. First, we synthesized the LiNbO3 phase using
Li2CO3 and Nb2O5 to prevent the volatilization of Li. The
Li2CO3 and Nb2O5 powders were mixed using a wet ball-
mill and then dried and calcined in air at 950 °C for 5 h.
The calcined powders were pulverized and mixed with
the La2O3 and Nb2O5 powders to obtain the composition
with LixLa(1¹x)/3NbO3 (LLNbO100x for x = 0.10 and
0.20: LLNbO10 and LLNbO20). The mixed powder was
calcined in air at 1200 °C for 20 h. The calcined powders
were charged into platinum or iridium crucibles (50mm in
diameter and height). We attempted to grow these single
crystals using the conventional RF-heating Cz method.
The seeds were LLNbO10 and LLNbO20 ceramic bars for
each growth process. The pulling rate and rotation rate
were 1.01.5mm/h and 10 rpm, respectively. The phases
of the as-grown crystals were identified by powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD). Based on the results of this experiment
and those in recent studies,21),27) we selected the LLNbO20
composition for further crystal growth.
We determined the optimum composition around

LLNbO20 for bulk crystal growth by the Cz method
through the following process. The powders of the com-
position with LLNbO20 + yLa2O3 [y = ¹0.007, ¹0.004,
0 (LLNbO20), 0.004] were prepared, as demonstrated in
Fig. 2 and Table 1. The calcined powders were placed in aFig. 1. Schematic of crystal structure of LixLa(1¹x)/3NbO3.

Fig. 2. (a) Ternary plot of the Li2OLa2O3Nb2O5 system and (b) its enlarged figure around LLNbO20. Solid
circles with the number indicating compositions where the growth experiment was performed. The detailed
compositions are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Starting melt composition, La2O3 mole shift from LLNbO20, and melting solidification
experiment results

Composition
no.

Li2O
(mol%)

Nb2O5

(mol%)
La2O3

(mol%)
LLNbO20 + yLa2O3

Secondary phases
in the solidified melts

1 13.56 67.81 18.63 0.004 LaNbO4, LiNbO3

2 13.64 68.18 18.18 0 LaNbO4, LiNbO3

3 13.71 68.56 17.73 ¹0.004 LiNbO3, LiNb3O8

4 13.76 68.81 17.43 ¹0.007 LiNbO3, LiNb3O8
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platinum crucible and further fired in air at 1300 °C for 2 h
and cooled in a furnace at a rate of 2 °C/min. The powders
were molten and solidified through this process. In this
study, this series of steps is called the melting solidification
experiment. The composition of the resulting solidified
compounds was analyzed by electron microprobe analysis
(EPMA) and the compounds were pulverized. Subse-
quently, we identified their crystalline phases using pow-
der XRD analysis.

Based on the results of the melting solidification exper-
iment, LLNbO20 + yLa2O3 with y = ¹0.004 single crys-
tals were grown using the Cz method. The raw materials,
mixing and calcining process, and growth conditions were
the same as aforementioned. The growth atmosphere was
an air gas flow of 10¹3m3/min. The seed was an LLNbO20
ceramic bar. The phase of the as-grown crystals was iden-
tified by powder XRD and their density was measured
using the Archimedes method with distilled water at room
temperature (296K). The crystals grown were cut along
[100] and [001] using a backscattering Laue XRD and a
wire saw. After polishing and sputtering Au on the crystal
surfaces, samples with (100) and (001) planes were fabri-
cated. The lithium-ion conductivity was measured using an
ac complex impedance method using an HP4194A impe-
dance/gain phase analyzer over the frequency range of
40110MHz. The temperature range was 306403K. The
measurements were performed in air. We plotted the values
of the imaginary part of the impedance against the real part.
The data exhibited a straight line at low frequencies and a
distorted semicircle at higher frequencies. The resistance
was recorded as the value of ZB at the intersection between
the ZB axis and the extrapolation of the semicircle or the
linear portion of the plot.

3. Results and discussion

The calcined LLNbO10 and LLNbO20 powders before
crystal growth were composed solely of perovskite
LLNbO phase. After the crystals were grown using the
Cz method with the LLNbO10 and LLNbO20 powders as
starting materials, all the boules grown were white and
opaque. The powder XRD analysis of the pulverized
boules exhibited them to be a mixture of LLNbO and
LaNbO4. It has been reported that the melting point of
LaNbO4 (1620 °C) is higher than that of LLNbO (1300
1400 °C).25) Therefore, it was assumed that LaNbO4 pre-
cipitated first and then, the LLNbO phase was solidified
during the growth process. Furthermore, the powder XRD
analysis showed that the amount of LaNbO4 in the boule
grown from the LLNbO20 melt was smaller than that from
the LLNbO10 melt. It was assumed that the precipitation
of LaNbO4 could be prevented by reducing the amount
of La2O3 in the starting material composition. Therefore,
for determination of the optimal composition, the melting
solidification experiment was conducted using powders
with the composition LLNbO20 + yLa2O3.

Then, all solidified compounds with the composition
LLNbO20 + yLa2O3 comprised the perovskite LLNbO
phase primarily and contained phases of small impurity

amounts as shown in Table 1. The impurity phases were
LaNbO4 and LiNbO3 in the LLNbO20 + yLa2O3 samples
with y = 0.004 and 0. The LLNbO20 + yLa2O3 samples
with y = ¹0.004 and ¹0.007 contained LiNbO3 and
LiNb3O8. The melting point of LiNbO3 and peritectic point
of LiNb3O8 were less than 1300 °C. It was assumed that
these two phases occurred because the cooling rate was
higher than that of the Cz method. Moreover, the powder
XRD analysis showed that the LLNbO20 + yLa2O3 sam-
ple with y = ¹0.004 had the lowest volume of impurity
phases. We attempted to grow perovskite LLNbO20 single
crystals using the starting material with the composition
LLNbO20 + yLa2O3 with y = ¹0.004.
Figure 3 shows the as-grown LLNbO20 crystal boule

fabricated by the Cz method; the maximum diameter was
20mm and the length was 23mm. The upper region of the
LLNbO20 crystal was opaque while the lower half was
transparent and yellow. The upper regions comprised the
rim and other parts. The thickness of the rim was less than
300¯m. Using EPMA and powder XRD analysis, as
shown in Fig. 4(a), it was discovered that the rim con-
tained LaNbO4 and LiNbO3 as impurity phases analogous
with the melting solidification experiment results. How-
ever, the volume of the impurity phases was approximately

Fig. 3. LLNbO20 crystal boule synthesized using the Cz
method. The starting melt composition was LLNbO20 + yLa2O3

with y = ¹0.004 corresponding to composition no. 3 in Table 1.
The plain star represents the part of the boule used for powder
XRD measurement.

Fig. 4. Powder XRD profiles of pulverized LLNbO20 crystal
boule of (a) the rim and (b) center of the part represented by the
plain star in Fig. 3.
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0.1% of the starting materials. No inclusion was observed
inside the other part of the upper region and the lower
region of the LLNbO20 crystal boule, as observed in
Fig. 4(b). The lower region of the boule contained four
developed flat surfaces, which comprised of planes parallel
to the growth direction. Backscattering Laue X-ray analy-
sis demonstrated that the flat surfaces corresponded to the
{100} plane. Although the seed was the LLNbO20 ceram-
ics bar, the boule grown comprised of single crystals
except in the rim. Thus, the LLNbO20 crystal grows pref-
erentially along the ©001ª direction and a boule composed
of single crystals can be obtained easily when the seed is
also a single crystal. Large cracks can be observed in
Fig. 3. This was owing to the intentional increment in the
volume of the crystal. All the peaks in the XRD patterns
of the crystal powder corresponded with those of the
perovskite LLNbO structure, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
Further bulk crystal growth is in progress.

Figure 5 shows crystal substrates with (100) and (001)
planes cut from the crystal shown in Fig. 3. Macro-defects
were carefully eliminated through appropriate sample fab-
rication process such as cutting and polishing. The crystal
density was 5.042 g cm¹3. The X-ray structure analysis
shows that the lattice parameters were a = 3.909(1) and
c = 7.891(3)¡; the estimated standard deviations are men-
tioned in parentheses. From the relationship between the
Li concentration and lattice parameters,11) the Li concen-
tration of the LLNbO20 crystal was determined to be x =
0.15. It has been reported that the melting point of LLNbO
decreased as the concentration x of Li increased.27) The Li
concentration may be shifted from the molten starting
material owing to the crystal growth temperature, which
indicates that the segregation coefficient kLi is less than
unity in the LLNbO perovskite structure from the melt to
the crystal.

Figure 6(a) presents the complex ac impedance plots
for the sample along [100] (//a) and [001] (//c). From
these plots, · at 306K were determined as ·[100] = 2.8 ©
10¹4 S cm¹1 and ·[001] = 9.7 © 10¹5 S cm¹1. The ionic
conductivity of the LLNbO single crystals was anisotropic
with ·[100]/·[001] = 2.9, which is the intermediate value
between the LLNbO single crystals grown using the trav-
eling solvent floating zone (1.6)23) and Bridgman methods
(9.4).21) The Arrhenius plots of the ionic conductivities are
presented in Fig. 6(b). The ionic conductivity obeys the
Arrhenius relation at the measurement temperature range.
The Ea values were obtained from a least-squares fit of the

conductivity data using the formula · = Aexp (¹Ea/kBT ).
The activation energies Ea[100] and Ea[001] for the LLNbO20
single crystal were 0.29 and 0.28 eV, respectively. These
values are lower than those of the LLNbO single crystal
(0.34 eV20),23)) and polycrystalline materials (0.36 eV11)).
The activation energy of lithium-ion conductivity of
LLNbO single crystals is isotropic, with Ea[100]/Ea[100] =
1.03, and it is similar to that of (1.06) in the LLTO single
crystal.19) In the LLTO-based oxides, Inaguma et al.28)

reported that the ratios of lithium to vacancy concentration
and site percolation are predominant factors in lithium-
ion conductivity. In terms of site percolation, · obeys the
following relation:29)

· / ðn� ncÞ®; ð1Þ
where n is the sum of lithium and vacancy concentrations
and nc is the threshold. When nc = 0.3 and ® = 2, the
variety of lithium-ion conductivities in the LLTO-based
oxide are detailed in.28) nc = 0.3 was applied for a simple
cubic lattice and the exponent ® = 2 implied three-
dimensional conduction. If the conduction occurred two-
dimensionally, then ® must be 4/3. In terms of site perco-
lation, the deference of ® could produce an anisotropic
lithium-ion conductivity because the activation energy of
the lithium-ion conductivity was isotropic. It was assumed
that the longitudinal and lateral migrations of the lithium
ion were three and two-dimensional, respectively.

Fig. 5. Crystal substrates with (100) and (001) planes cut from
the crystal shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 6. (a) Impedance plots and (b) Arrhenius plots of lithium-
ion conductivity for LLNbO20 single crystal at 298K. Filled
circles and plain rhombi represent data along [100] (//a) and
[001] (//c), respectively.
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4. Conclusion

In this study, we synthesized an LLNbO single crystal in
air using the Cz method. The starting material was a La-
poor composition. The crystals grown were inclusion-free
and yellow. The Li concentration (x = 0.15) in the crystals
was lower than that in the starting materials (x = 0.20)
because the segregation coefficient kLi was less than 1 in
the LLNbO perovskite structure from the molten to the
crystal phase. The ionic conductivity of the LLNbO single
crystals was anisotropic with ·[100]/·[001] = 2.9 for x =
0.15. The anisotropic conductivity was explained using
percolation theory. Because ·[100] = 2.8 © 10¹4 S cm¹1,
and the crystal was easily grown using the Cz method, the
LLNbO crystal can be used as a substrate for the solid
electrolyte of LIBs.
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